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ABSTRACT 

The Defined Networking (SDN) paradigm has emerged in response to the limitations of traditional networking architectures. Its main advantages are the centralized 

global network view, and programmability in modern life the internet has become the backbone of digital society which is the packet-switched distributed network 

and connected with almost every digital device, available everywhere in the world. The traditional network carries a few challenges, dependency on vendors, 

forwarding policies, and more. This paper investigates the systematic review of QoS based on controller’s problems, analyzes the current research, and summarizes 

the findings of the different controller’s performance based on QoS parameters e.g. Reliability, scalability, consistency, and load balancing. We outline the potential 

challenges and open problems that need to be addressed further for better and complete QoS abilities in SDN/OpenFlow networks and the lessons we have learned 

during the preparation of this survey paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Software-defined networking (SDN) is a revolutionary approach to network management that fundamentally changes how networks are designed, 

operated, and managed. In traditional networks, the control and data planes are tightly integrated within network devices like routers and switchless, 

however, decouple these components, allowing network administrators to control the network programmatically from a centralized software controller. 

This centralized control enables dynamic configuration and management of network resources, making the network more flexible, responsive, and 

adaptable to changing demands.  

1.1 Significance of SDN in Modern Network Management: 

 SDN is significant in modern network management for several reasons. Firstly, it enhances agility by enabling rapid and automated configuration of 

network devices, reducing the time required for provisioning and maintenance. Secondly, it improves scalability and efficiency, allowing network 

administrators to scale resources dynamically based on actual needs. Lastly, SDN facilitates innovation by providing a platform for the development and 

deployment of new network services and applications. 

1.2 Key challenges and issues with Quality of Service (QoS) in Software-Defined Networking (SDN) using different words:  Dynamic 

Network Conditions:  

Networks are constantly changing, with conditions that can shift rapidly, impacting critical QoS factors such as available bandwidth and latency. Ensuring 

a stable and reliable QoS across fluctuating network loads and diverse traffic patterns presents a substantial challenge for network administrators. 

Scalability: In SDN environments, the challenge lies in seamlessly expanding to accommodate a growing number of connected devices and applications. 

Scaling up the network while preserving consistent QoS levels necessitates efficient management of resources and traffic to meet the demands of a larger 

network 

Security Concerns: The decentralized control structure in SDN introduces security challenges, including the potential for unauthorized access to the 

central controller. Balancing the imperative of maintaining QoS with the complex task of safeguarding the network from security threats poses a 

multifaceted challenge for network security professionals. 

Interoperability: SDN often involves a mix of diverse devices and technologies that must seamlessly work together. Achieving a consistent QoS 

experience across a variety of network elements requires the establishment of standardized protocols and interfaces to enable smooth interoperability. 

http://www.ijrpr.com/
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Policy Consistency: Establishing and enforcing uniform QoS policies across the entire network landscape is a complex undertaking. The task involves 

aligning QoS settings with the distinct requirements of various applications and meeting the expectations of different users, necessitating meticulous 

policy management. 

1.3 Objectives  

✓ Learn the fundamentals of Software-Defined Networking (SDN), understanding how it ii differs from traditional network setups. 

✓ Recognizing specific quality issues in networks, such as slow data transfer, inconsistent speeds, and reliability concerns will explore what others 

have done to improve network quality, understanding existing solutions and technologies. 

✓ Understand how SDN is applied in real-world scenarios, analyzing its impact on improving network performance. Come up with ideas for flexible 

approaches that can adapt to changing network conditions in real-time 

✓ Integrate security measures into QoS improvements, ensuring a balance between network performance and protection against threats. 

✓  Design solutions that can work well as the network grows, ensuring scalability and efficiency. 

✓ To survey and document Software-Defined Networking (SDN) . 

2. Foundations of Software-Defined Networking (SDN)  

Traditionally, in a network, devices like routers and switches do both the thinking (deciding where to send data) and the actual sending of data. SDN 

changes this by having a central brain, called a controller, that decides where the data should go, and the devices simply follow its instructions. Stand#039; 

is like having a traffic director in a city, telling each car where to go without the cars having to figure it out themselves. The core principle of SDN is the 

separation of roles: the brain (controller) makes decisions, and the devices (switches, routers) just do what they are told. This separation is like having a 

manager who plans and a team that executes the plan.  

2.1 Fundamental Components of QoS:  

Quality of Service (QoS) is about making sure that the things on the network that need to happen quickly and reliably actually do: 

- Bandwidth: Think of bandwidth as the width of a road. A wider road (more bandwidth) allows more cars (data) to travel at the same time, preventing 

congestion. 

- Latency: Latency is the time it takes for data to travel from one point to another. Low latency means the data gets there quickly, like a fast courier 

service. 

- Jitter: Jitter is the variation in latency. In a good network, the delivery time is consistent. High jitters are like unpredictable courier delivery times-it 

can make things less reliable. 

- Reliability: Reliability is the consistency and dependability of the network. A reliable network is like a trustworthy courier service that always delivers 

on time. 

2.2 SDN Architecture and Effective QoS Mechanisms:  

In a traditional network, the devices themselves decide how to handle the traffic. This can lead to chaos and congestion because every device is making 

its own decisions. Now, with SDN, the central brain (controller) knows the entire city map and plans the best routes for each type of traffic. This planning 

includes ensuring that important things (like emergency services or video calls) get the fastest and most reliable routes, while less critical things (like 

emails) take a less direct path.  

Architecture of SDN 

Software Defined Networking (SDN) paradigm has emerged in response to limitations of traditional networking architectures.Its main advantages are the 

centralized global network view, programmability In modern life the internet has become backbone of digital society which is the packet switched 

distributed network and connected with almost every digital devices, available everywhere in the world.The traditional network carries few challenges 

like, dependency on vendors, forwarding policies and more.This paper investigates the systematic review of QoS based on controller’s problems, analyzed 

the current research and summarized the findings of the different controller’s performance based on QoS parameters e.g.reliability, scalability, consistency 

and load balancing.we outline the potential challenges and open problems that need to be addressed further for better and complete QoS abilities in 

SDN/OpenFlow networks and lessons we have learned during preparation of this survey paper. 

1. Data Aeroplane bias( Switches and Routers) The data airplane bias forward network business predicated on the instructions entered from 

the SUN controller. They are responsible for executing the opinions made by the controller and icing that packets are encouraged according to defined 

programs.  
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2. SDN Controller The SDN controller is the brain of the SUN architecture, furnishing a centralized point for controlling and managing the 

network. It communicates with SDN- enabled bias to make opinions about business forwarding.  

3. Operation Caste (operation Caste) This caste includes various network services and operations that manage network behavior analogous as 

weight balancing, firewalls, etc. The operation caste configures and monitors network bias.  

4.  Control caste (control airplane This control caste behaves like an preceptor and is a software- programmable network brain. The control 

caste makes all encouraging opinions predicated on the topology and also manages various controllers and these . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig : Architecture of SDN. 

3. Quality of Service (QoS) parameters in Software-Defined Networking (SDN): 

✓ Bandwidth Management and Allocation: 

Think iiof iibandwidth iilike iia iihighway. iiIt's iithe iiamount iiof iidata iithat iican iitravel iithrough iithe iinetwork iiat iithe iisame iitime. iiFor iivideo iicalls 

iior iistreaming, iimore iibandwidth iiensures iia iismoother iiexperience. iiIn iia iibusy iinetwork, iiproper iimanagement iiguarantees iithat iieveryone iigets iia 

iifair iishare iiof iithe ii"highway," iipreventing iitraffic iijams. iiBandwidth iimanagement iiin iiSDN iiis iilike iiensuring iifair iiaccess iito iithe iinetwork 

ii"highway." iiThe iiSDN iicontroller iidecides iihow iimuch iidata iieach iiapplication iigets, iioptimizing iithe iiuse iiof iiavailable iiresources. 

✓ Latency Control:  

Latency is the time it takes for data to travel. Low latency means data gets to its destination quickly, like a fast delivery service. In online gaming, low 

latency is crucial for quick responses. For video conferencing, it ensures smooth, real-time communication. Latency control in SDN is like prioritizing 

data delivery speed.  

✓ Packet Loss Mitigation: 

 Imagine sending a letter, and parts of it getting lost in transit. Packet loss is similar in networks--data packets may not reach their destination intact. In 

voice calls or file transfers, minimizing packet loss ensures that every piece of information arrives accurately, avoiding distortions or errors. Mitigating 

packet loss in SDN is like using a reliable postal service. The SDN controller takes steps to ensure that data packets reach their destination without 

significant loss, improving the overall reliability of the network.  

✓ Reliability and Availability:  

Reliability is about consistency and dependability. Availability ensuring the network is accessible when needed, like a reliable power source. Banking 

transactions and online services require high reliability and availability to ensure users can access them whenever necessary. In SDN, reliability is like 

having a trustworthy service. The SDN controller works to make the network consistently dependable. Availability is akin to ensuring the network is 

always ready for use, just like a reliable utility service. 

4. Existing QoS Improvement Techniques : 

1. Traffic Engineering and Load Balancing: Think of this as managing the flow of information on the internet highway. Stand#039;s like 

ensuring that all the lanes are used efficiently to avoid traffic jams. It keeps the internet lanes running smoothly, and optimizes the movement of data. It 

might not respond quickly to sudden changes, and decisions might not always consider the specific needs of different online activities. 

2. Network Slicing for Customized QoS: Imagine the internet as a customizable pizza. Each slice is tailored to a specific use. Network slicing 

shapes different parts of the internet for various activities. Offers personalized treatment for online activities, fine-tuning their performance. It requires 

careful planning, and setting up these customized slices can be a bit intricate. For example, making sure that video calls get a smooth path without 
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interruptions from other online activities. Ensures each online task gets the attention it needs. Setting up these rules can take some time, and changes 

might require manual adjustments.  

3. Machine Learning-Based Approaches: Think of the internet as a smart assistant that learns from experience. Machine learning helps the 

internet to predict and adapt to changes in how we use it. Adapts to new situations, making better decisions over time. It needs a lot of data to learn 

effectively, and it might not always understand the broader context. 

4.  Dynamic QoS adjustment mechanisms: It is like an automatic system that adapts the operation of the Internet to what is happening in real 

time. Adjust settings as needed. It quickly adapts to changes and ensures the internet remains responsive. Constant adjustments can mean additional work 

for the system and sometimes quick changes may not be ideal. These techniques are like a set of tools for managing the Internet. Traffic engineering 

ensures smooth operations, network slicing personalizes services and takes applications into account. Policies customize the experience, machine learning 

adds intelligence, and dynamic customization provides flexibility. Each tool has its advantages and choosing the right one depends on what the internet 

needs at a given time. 

5. Challenges in implementing QoS in SDN: 

1. Dynamic network conditions: Networks are constantly changing, where conditions can change quickly, affecting critical QoS factors such as available 

bandwidth and latency. Ensure stable and reliable QoS under fluctuating network loads and diverse data traffic. Patterns present a significant challenge 

for network administrators 

2. Scalability: In SDN environments, the challenge is to scale seamlessly to support an increasing number of connected devices and applications. 

Expanding the network while maintaining consistent QoS levels requires efficient management of resources and traffic to meet the needs of a larger 

network.  

3. Security concerns: The decentralized control structure in SDN brings security challenges includingiithe iipotential iifor iiunauthorized iiaccess iito 

iithe iicentral iicontroller. iiBalancing iithe iiimperative iiof iimaintaining iiQoS iiwith iithe iicomplex iitask iiof iisafeguarding iithe iinetwork iifrom 

iisecurity iithreats iiposes iia iimultifaceted iichallenge iifor iinetwork iisecurity iiprofessionals. 

4. Interoperability: SDN iioften iiinvolves iia iimix iiof iidiverse iidevices iiand iitechnologies iithat iimust iiseamlessly iiwork iitogether.Achieving 

iia iiconsistent iiQoS iiexperience iiacross iia iivariety iiof iinetwork iielements iirequires iithe iiestablishment iiof iistandardized iiprotocols iiand 

iiinterfaces iito iienable iismooth iiinteroperability. 

5. Policy iiConsistency: 

Establishing iiand iienforcing iiuniform iiQoS iipolicies iiacross iithe iientire iinetwork iilandscape iiis iia iicomplex iiundertaking.The itask iiinvolves 

iialigning iiQoS iisettings iiwith iithe iidistinct iirequirements iiof iivarious iiapplications iiand iimeeting iithe iexpectations iiof iidifferent iiusers, 

iinecessitating iimeticulous iipolicy iimanagement.in iiessence, iiensuring iiQuality iiof iiService iiin iSDN iiinvolves iinavigating iithe iidynamic 

iinature iiof iinetworks, iiscaling iiinfrastructure iieffectively, iiaddressing iisecurityiiconcerns, iipromoting iiinteroperability iiamong iidiverse 

iitechnologies, iiand iimaintaining iipolicy iiconsistency iiacross iithe iientire iinetwork. iiEach iichallenge iiunderscores iithe iiintricate iibalance 

iineeded iito iideliver iia iireliable iiand iiefficient iinetwork iiperformance. 

6. Literature iiReview 

6.1 iiLatency iiManagement: 

1. iiSDN iiController iiPlacement iiImpact: 

It iiexplores iithe iiplacement iiof iiSDN iicontrollers iiand iiits iidirect iiinfluence iion iilatency. iiIn iiSDN, iicontrollers iiare iiresponsible iifor managing 

iithe iinetwork iiand iimaking iidecisions iion iipacket iiforwarding. iiThe iistudy iiinvestigates iihow iithe iistrategic iiplacement iiof iithese controllers 

iican iiaffect iithe iitime iiit iitakes iifor iicontrol iimessages iito iipropagate iiacross iithe iinetwork. 

2.Optimal iiStrategies iifor iiLatency iiMinimization: 

This iimay iiinvolve iiconsidering iifactors iisuch iias iithe iiphysical iilocation iiof iicontrollers, iinetwork iitopology, iiand iithe iidistribution iiof 

iicontrol iiplane iifunctions. iiStrategies iicould iiinclude iideploying iicontrollers iicloser iito iicritical iinetwork iisegments iior iiutilizing iiload 

iibalancing iialgorithms iito iievenly iidistribute iicontrol iiresponsibilities. ii 

3. Dynamic iiQuality iiof iiService iiAdjustments: 

It iidynamic iinature iiof iinetwork iitraffic iiconditions iiand iihighlights iithe iisignificance iiof iiadjusting iiQuality iiof iiService ii(QoS) iiparameters 

in iireal-time. iiQoS iiadjustments, iisuch iias iiprioritizing iicertain iitypes iiof iitraffic iior iiallocating iiadditional iibandwidth iito iicritical applications, 

iican iihelp iiin iiensuring iilow iilatencies iifor iitime-sensitive iidata. iiThe iidynamic iinature iiof iiSDN iiallows iifor iiadaptive iiQoS iimechanisms 

iithat iirespond iito iichanging iinetwork iiconditions, iioptimizing iithe iiuse iiof iiresources iiand iiminimizing iilatency ii. 
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6.2 Throughput iiOptimization: 

1. iiSimulation-Based iiApproaches: 

iiReal-world iiexperiments iiinvolve iipractical iiimplementations iiand iimeasurements iiin iilive iinetwork iienvironments, iiproviding iiinsights iiinto 

iithe iiactual iiperformance iiof iithe iisystem. iiSimulation-based iiapproaches, iion iithe iiother iihand, iiallow iifor iicontrolled iiscenarios iiwhere 

iivarious iiparameters iican iibe iimanipulated iito iiunderstand iitheir iiimpact iion iithroughput. ii 

2. iiCorrelation iiBetween iiNetwork iiTraffic iiPatterns iiand iiThroughput: 

 ii ii iiNetwork iitraffic iipatterns, iiwhich iican iivary iibased iion iithe iitypes iiof iiapplications iiand iiservices iibeing iiused, iihave iia iidirect iiimpact 

iion iithe iioverall iithroughput. iiBy iiidentifying iiand iiunderstanding iithis iicorrelation, iithe iipaper iiaims iito iiprovide iiinsights iiinto iihow 

iidifferent iitraffic iipatterns iiinfluence iithe iiefficiency iiof iidata iitransfer iiwithin iithe iiSDN iiinfrastructure. 

3. iiAdaptive iiQuality iiof iiService ii(QoS) iiStrategies: 

 ii ii iiAdaptive iiQoS iistrategies iiinvolve iireal-time iimodifications iito iiparameters iisuch iias iipriority iilevels, iibandwidth iiallocations, iiand iitraffic 

iishaping iito iioptimize iithroughput. iiThis iiadaptability iiis iiparticularly iicrucial iiin iiSDN, iiwhere iithe iicentralized iicontrol iiallows iifor iion-the-

fly iiadjustments iito iimeet iithe iidemands iiof iidiverse iiapplications iiand iiservices. 

4. iiEffective iiThroughput iiManagement: 

 ii ii iiThe iiultimate iigoal iiis iito iioffer iieffective iithroughput iimanagement iiin iiSDN iiinfrastructures. iiThis iiinvolves iinot iionly iiunderstanding 

iithe iicorrelation iibetween iinetwork iitraffic iipatterns iiand iithroughput iibut iialso iiimplementing iiadaptive iiQoS iistrategies iithat iirespond iito 

iithe iidynamic iinature iiof iiSDN iienvironments. ii 

6.3 iiResilience iiStrategies: 

1. iiControl iiand iiData iiPlane iiFailures: 

It iirecognizing iithat iifailures iican iioccur iiin iiboth iithe iicontrol iiplane, iiwhere iidecisions iiabout iinetwork iibehavior iiare iimade, iiand iithe iidata 

iiplane, iiwhere iiactual iidata iipackets iiare iiforwarded. iiSDN iicomponents, iisuch iias iicontrollers iiand iiswitches, iineed iito iiexhibit iirobustness 

iiin iitheir iiability iito iiquickly iidetect iiand iirecover iifrom iifailures iiin iithese iicritical iiplanes iito iimaintain iiuninterrupted iinetwork iiservices. 

2. iiPath iiDiversification: 

To iiimprove iinetwork iiresilience iiby iiestablishing iimultiple iicommunication iipaths iibetween iinetwork iielements. iiThis iiapproach iiensures iithat 

iieven iiif iione iipath iiexperiences iia iifailure, iian iialternative iipath iican iibe iiquickly iiutilized, iiminimizing iithe iiimpact iion iinetwork 

iiperformance. iiThe iipaper iilikely iidelves iiinto iihow iipath iidiversification iiis iiimplemented iiin iiSDN, iiconsidering iifactors iilike iiload 

iibalancing iiand iidynamic iirerouting iito iioptimize iiresilience. 

3. iiReplication iiTechniques: 

This iiinvolves iiduplicating iicritical iiSDN iicomponents, iisuch iias iicontrollers iior iikey iinetwork iinodes. iiIn iithe iievent iiof iia iifailure, iithe 

iireplicated iicomponents iican iiseamlessly iitake iiover iithe iioperations, iiensuring iicontinuity. iiThe iianalysis iilikely iiexplores iithe iitrade-offs 

iiand iiconsiderations iiassociated iiwith iireplication, iisuch iias iisynchronization iimechanisms iiand iiresource iiutilization. 

4. iiMulti-Homing: 

 ii Multi-homing iiis iianother iistrategy iiexamined iifor iiits iieffectiveness iiin iiimproving iiresilience. iiThis iitechnique iiinvolves iiestablishing 

iimultiple iiconnections iior iilinks iibetween iinetwork iientities. iiIn iithe iicontext iiof iiSDN, iimulti-homing iiprovides iiredundancy, iiallowing iifor 

iicontinued iicommunication iieven iiif iione iiconnection iifails. iiThe iipaper iiis iiexpected iito iidiscuss iihow iimulti-homing iican iibe iiimplemented 

iiwithin iithe iiSDN iiarchitecture iiand iiits iiimpact iion iireducing iithe iirisk iiof iisingle iipoints iiof iifailure.connections or links between network 

entities. In the context of SDN, multi-homing provides redundancy, allowing for continued communication even if one connection fails.  

5.Overall Network Robustness: By addressing failures proactively and implementing strategies like path diversification, replication, and multi-homing, 

the paper aims to contribute insights into creating SDN architectures that can maintain high levels of performance and service availability even in the 

face of disruptions. 

 6.4 Packet Loss Mitigation:  

1.Dynamic Control Over Network Resources: SDN introduces a dynamic approach to managing network resources, empowering administrators to 

make real-time adjustments. This dynamic control is fundamental in addressing and mitigating packet loss. Unlike traditional networking approaches, 

SDN enables on- the-fly modifications to various network parameters, providing flexibility in responding to changing conditions.  
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2.Bandwidth Allocation: By dynamically assigning and adjusting the amount of available bandwidth for different applications and services, SDN allows 

for the optimization of data transmission. This ensures that critical data packets are allocated sufficient resources, reducing the likelihood of congestion-

related packet loss  

3.Traffic Rerouting: SDN facilitates the dynamic rerouting of data traffic in response to network conditions and potential points of failure. This proactive 

approach minimizes the impact of network disruptions, avoiding situations where data packets might be lost due to congested or faulty paths. The paper 

likely delves into the mechanisms and algorithms used for efficient traffic rerouting within SDN. 4.Quality of Service (QoS) Settings Adjustment: 

Quality of Service settings to mitigate packet loss. SDN enables administrators to dynamically modify QoS parameters, such as prioritizing certain types 

of traffic or implementing traffic shaping mechanisms. By tailoring QoS settings based on the specific requirements of different applications, SDN 

contributes to a more efficient and reliable data transmission process, reducing the occurrence of packet loss. 

 6.5 Load Balancing for Improved Performance:.  

1.Distributed Controller Environments: The study acknowledges the complexities of distributed controller architectures in SDN, where multiple 

controllers manage different sections of the network. In such environments, ensuring a balanced distribution of traffic is crucial for preventing uneven 

workloads on controllers and maintaining efficient network operations. 

 2.Round-Robin Load Balancing: Round-robin load balancing algorithm, which evenly distributes incoming traffic among available servers or 

controllers in a cyclic manner. This approach aims to prevent a specific controller from becoming overloaded while ensuring that each controller gets a 

fair share of incoming requests. The study likely delves into the effectiveness and limitations of round-robin in SDN environments. 

 3.Flow-Based Load Balancing: It is flow-based load balancing algorithms, which categorize and direct traffic based on specific characteristics such as 

flow patterns. By considering the nature of data flows, this approach aims to optimize the distribution of traffic, leading to more efficient resource 

utilization. The study likely evaluates the adaptability and performance of flow-based load balancing in diverse network scenarios 

 4.Traffic Pattern-Based Load Balancing: Load balancing algorithms that take into account the overall traffic patterns within the network. These 

algorithms analyze the ingress packet headers to identify TCP and UDP packets, allowing for a more sophisticated approach to traffic distribution. The 

study likely discusses how such traffic pattern-based algorithms contribute to reducing bottlenecks and optimizing network performance. 

 5.Elimination of Network Bottlenecks: A key objective of the examined load balancing algorithms is to eliminate network bottlenecks. By intelligently 

distributing incoming traffic, these algorithms aim to prevent congestion at specific points in the network, ensuring a smooth and consistent flow of data. 

The paper likely provides insights into how each algorithm contributes to the elimination of bottlenecks and, consequently, enhances overall network 

performance.  

7. PROBLEM STATEMENT: 

 In Software-Defined Networking (SDN), the challenge lies in enhancing Quality of Service (QoS) parameters to ensure optimal network performance, 

resource utilization, and responsiveness in dynamic and diverse communication environments.  

7. FUTURE TRENDS AND RESEARCH DIRECTIONS. 

✓ Machine Learning and artificial intelligence  

These techniques allow you to analyze network conditions, predict traffic patterns, and dynamically optimize network resources. By taking into account 

factors such as network utilization, latency, and environmental conditions, machine learning algorithms can make intelligent decisions to improve QoS 

in real-time. Researchers are increasingly exploring the integration of machine learning techniques to enhance QoS in SDN. This involves leveraging AI 

algorithms for real-time network analytics, anomaly detection, and intelligent decision-making to optimize QoS parameters dynamically. 

✓ Intent-Based iiNetworking ii(IBN): 

Intent-based networking is gaining traction, aiming to simplify network management by allowing administrators to specify high-level intents, and the 

network autonomously translates them into actionable configurations. This trend enhances the efficiency and user-friendliness of QoS management in 

SDN.  

✓ Blockchain for Security and Trust:  

Blockchain technology is being investigated for its potential in ensuring security and trust in SDN environments. The decentralized and tamper-resistant 

nature of blockchain can address security concerns associated with QoS implementation.  

✓ End-to-End Network Slicing:  

The concept of end-to-end network slicing is evolving, especially in the context of 5 G networks. This trend involves creating virtualized slices across 

multiple network domains, each with its own QoS profile tailored to the requirements of specific applications and services.  

✓ Edge Computing Integration:  
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With the rise of edge computing, there's a focus on integrating SDN and edge computing to optimize QoS for applications that require low-latency and 

high-throughput. 

✓  Dynamic Security Mechanisms:  

Existing research often focuses on static security measures in SDN. Future research could explore dynamic security mechanisms that can adapt to evolving 

threats and ensure QoS without compromising network integrity. 

✓ Cross-Domain QoS Management: Interoperability challenges persist in multi-domain SDN environments. Research could address these gaps by 

developing standardized approaches for cross-domain QoS management, enabling seamless coordination across diverse network domains. 

✓ User-Centric QoS Models : Most QoS models are currently network-centric. Future research could explore the development of user-centric QoS 

models that take into account the subjective experience of end-users, ensuring that QoS improvements align with user expectations. 

8. DISCUSSION 

✓ Understanding the dynamic nature of the SDN, it IS crucial to discuss adaptive strategies. These could include algorithms that dynamically adjust 

QoS parameters in response to changing network conditions. Students can delve into the significance of real-time adaptability for optimizing 

latency, throughput, packet loss, and reliability. 

✓  Acknowledging the interconnectedness of QoS parameters is pivotal. It can explore how improvements in one area may influence others. For 

instance, addressing packet loss might positively impact reliability, showcasing the holistic nature of QoS enhancements.  

✓ Recognizing the relevance of security in contemporary networking is crucial. Students can discuss the symbiotic relationship between QoS and 

security, emphasizing the need for a comprehensive approach that ensures both optimal performance and robust security.  

✓ Sustainability is gaining prominence, even in networking. Students can discuss how QoS strategies can be aligned with energy-efficient practices, 

contributing to a greener and more sustainable SDN landscape. 

✓  QoS parameters harmonize across different domains, adding a futuristic touch. Students can discuss the challenges and benefits of integrating QoS 

strategies in diverse environments, including cloud and edge computing. It can explore methodologies for quantifying end-user experience in the 

context of QoS improvements, connecting technical en 

✓ Hancements to the ultimate goal of enhancing user satisfaction.  

9. CONCLUSION: 

It is an attractive research area in today's computer network communication area. But the challenge in this area is QoS in respect of controller management. 

For a large sized network controller deployment is difficult to manage. Reliability and scalability are key challenges for QoS in programmable networks. 

SDN emerges as a transformative force in network architecture, offering centralized control and programmability. This paradigm shift presents unique 

opportunities for enhancing QoS parameters. SDN's dynamic traffic engineering capabilities stand out as a key factor for optimizing network performance. 

The ability to adapt and manage traffic flows in real-time contributes significantly to minimizing latency, jitters, and packet loss. A notable aspect of QoS 

improvement lies in the integration of SON with cloud computing environments. This integration facilitates efficient resource allocation based on 

application demands, enhancing overall QoS in the network .. The integration of SON with cloud computing environments presents opportunities to 

enhance QoS by efficiently allocating resources based on application demands. In this survey paper we analyzed the current research and summarized 

the findings of the different controller's performance based on certain QoS parameters e.g .reliability, scalability, consistency .I 
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